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We prove that for every Bore1 vector tieldf, there exists a function u of class %’ 
whose gradient Du agrees with f outside a set of arbitrary small measure. i 1991 
Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that given any vector tieldfof class ‘8’ on a simply con- 
nected open set 52 c RN, there exists a function whose gradient is f if and 
only if curlf= 0, where curlf is the function of Q into RN” h: defined by 
(curlf)j,i=--- 
s.u, ax, 
for all j, i = 1, . . . . N. 
By using convolutions, the analogous result may be easily proved when f 
is a distribution and curl f = 0 in the distributional sense. 
In this paper we prove that if f is a Bore1 vector field on Q and E is a 
positive real number, then there exists a function u of class %’ such that f 
agrees with DU outside an open set A with measure less than E. Note that 
this holds even if f is a field such that curl f # 0 everywhere; it may easily 
be proved that in this case the set A must be dense in 8. 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be an open subset of RN (N > 1) with finite measure, 
and let f: Q + RN be a Bore1 function. Then, for every E > 0. there exist an 
open set A c Q and a function u E V?;(Q) such that 
JAI d E IQI 
f= Du in Q\A 
IID4, d C&"'- ' Ilfll, forall pE [l, co], 
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We add some remarks and further results. 
Remark 2. Note that when p = 1 the condition (01 < ,YI may be drop- 
ped and Theorem 1 may be stated as follows: 
Let Q be an open subset of RN and let f: Q + R” be a Bore1 function. 
Then, for every E > 0, there exists a function UE Sk(Q) such that .f= Du 
outside an open set with measure less than E and ]IDulj , d C ]jf’j] , (C is the 
same constant of Theorem 1). 
If the function u in the statement of Theorem 1 is allowed to be taken in 
the space Bc’, (la), (lb) and (Ic) may be strengthened as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let 52 be an open subset of R” and let fi Q + R” be (I 
junction in L’. Then there exists a.function 14 E BV(R.v) and a Borel.function 
g: Q + R.’ such that 
(2a) 
(2b) 
where Xv is the Lebesgue measure in R”, ew ~~ , is the (N - 1) dimensional 
Hausdocff measure and C is a constant which depends on N onI>,. 
Remark 4. In Theorem 1, (lc) gives an upper bound of the Lp norm of 
the gradient of u which essentially depends on the measure of the set A. We 
may ask whether this is the best estimate we can obtain in general, that is. 
whether for some p formula (lc) may be replaced with 
IIDullp d 4~) 1l.f II/t, 
where 4 is a function such that lim, _ 0 (&E)/E’ F ’ ) = 0. 
The answer is “no” as the following proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let !2 be an open subset sf R” with finite measure and 
let f: B + R” be a Bore1 function. Let (~4,~) be a sequence in W’.p(Q) and 
let A,, = (x E S2 : f (x) # Du,,(x)}. If we have that 
lim IA,,1 = 0, 
,I - x 
and lim inf IA,,I’ Ip I(Du,,((,,=O, (3) ,I - x 
then curlf = 0 as a distribution on 52. 
The proposition above shows that if curlf#O as a distribution on B 
(for example, take N= 2 and f(.x, .r) = (J, 0)), then no sequence {u,,) c 
W’.P(Q) can satisfy (3). 
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Theorem 1 can be applied to study integral functionals on Sobolev space 
of the form (cf. [2]) 
F(u, A) = [ g(x, Du(x)) dq 
.4 
where I2 is an open subset of R”, g : 6? x R”+ [-co, ‘XJ] is a Bore1 
function, A varies among all open subsets of 52 and u varies in the space 
W’.p(sZ). We may ask in which sense the function g which represents F is 
determined. 
COROLLARY 6. Let Q be an open subset of R” and let h and g be two 
Bore1 functions of R x RN into [ - CG, CO] such that for every u E ??:j(Q) 
h(x, Du(x)) =g(x, Du(x)) a.e. in R, (4) 
that is, h and g represent the same integral functional. Then there exists a 
negligible Bore1 set N c Q such chat h(x, s) = g(x, s) for aI1 x E Q’; N and 
SERN. 
PROOF OF THE RESULTS 
To begin with, we prove the following auxiliary lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q be an open subset of R” with finite measure, let 
f: Q + RN be a continuous function and let v] and E be positive real numbers. 
Then there exist a compact set Kc R and a function u E W:(Q) such that 
IQ\KI G 6 IQ1 (5a) 
If - Dul G YI on K (5b) 
IIDUII, ,< C’E’/p- ’ Ilf lip forall pE [l, a]. (5c) 
where c’ is a constant which depends on N only. 
Proof: Of course we may suppose E < 1. Let K’ be a compact subset of 
Sz such that J!Z\K’I < 101 s/2; there exists a positive 6 such that, for all 
XEK’, DEB 
I”-Yl <s*If(x)-f(v)l<rl and m, 46) = Q, (6) 
where Q(x, 46) is the cube with center x and side 46. 
Let { Tijiel be the (finite) family of all closed cubes T whose sides’ length 
is 6, whose centers yi belong to lattice (6Z)” and which intersect K: by the 
choice of 6, each Ti is included in 52. For all i E I, let Qi be the closed cube 
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with the same center of Ti and side (1 - &/2N)S; let a, be the mean value 
offon,T, and let di be a function of class %’ such that bi- 1 in Qj, d,=O 
outside T, and 
IIDcjil] r d 8N(&) ~-I. (7) 
For all s E RS set 
u(x) = 1 di(S)(LZj, S-J’,). (8) 
It is easy to see chat II is a function of class %’ whose support is included 
in U, Tic !C2 and whose gradient is ai within each cube Q1. Finally we set 
K= Ui Q,. We have to prove that N and K satisfy (5a), (Sb). and (5~). 
(5a): By the choice of each Q, we have that 
(9) 
and then, as each T, is a subset of s2 by (6 ), 
(Q\K( < (Q\K'( -t- c I Tis,,Q,I d I: li2l. 
(5b): By (8), Du is equal to the mean value of j’ on T, within each 
Q, and then IDu(x)-f(x)] 6 q within each Q! by (6). 
(5~): By (8) we have that 
Du(s)= 1 Dcji(s)(ai, s -.r,) + c a;qb,(s); 
I , 
and then, for ail PE [ 1, Sx~[, taking into account (6), (7) and recalling that 
D#;=O outside T,“,,Q, and that aj is the mean value 0f.f on T,, 
As the same inequality hold when p = ‘x and E < 1, Lemma 7 is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Of course we may suppose E < 1 and that f is not 
almost everywhere 0. 
First Case. f is a continuous bounded function. 
Let {q,,) be a sequence of positive real numbers; by induction on n we 
build a sequence {u,, K,,, fn} as follows: set u. = 0, K. = Q andf, =f: Let 
n > 0 and let U, _ 1, K,, _ , , and f, _ 1 be chosen. Apply Lemma 7 to obtain 
a compact set K,, c Q and a function u,~ Ew:(Q) such that 
IQ\ K,J d (Ql 2 -“E (loa) 
IL~-,-mlI 6v, on K,, (lob) 
IlDu”llp~C’(2-“~)“‘P~’ llJ;,Jl, for all PE [l, ~31. (1Oc) 
Define f,(x) =f,- ,(x) - Du,(x) for all x E K,, and apply Titze’s lemma to 
extendf, to the whole of 52 so that 
sup If”C~)I = sup I.fx~)l d 4-n. (11) 
I E R xeQ 
We set A = !Z\fi,, K,,, u = C, u, and then choose a sequence {qn} so that 
these definitions make sense and satisfy (la), (lb), and (1~). By (10a) we 
obtain 
and (la) holds. For all PE [l, a], (10~) and (11) yield 
UP = 
<2c’E”‘-’ Ilfll, 1 ++2’qm]. 
P 1 
As f is bounded and not almost everywhere 0, an easy computation shows 
that the function p M 1521 “p/II f lip is continuous and positive on [l, ocj], 
hence it has a positive upper bound a and we may choose all I], small 
enough to have 1;” 2”~~ < l/a and then 
PoincarC’s inequality (cf. [I, Chap. 91) shows that the series C,, U, con- 
verges in the g,!,(Q) norm to a function u that satisfies (lc) with C = 4c’. 
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By the definition off,, we have that, for all ?I in !X A and for ali integers 
m. f(x) - xy Du,,(x) =f,(~) and then by (lob) 
If(x) -Du(x)l d If;?LY)I + 1 Im,b)l G rl,,l + f Ih,(.~)l. 
m + I n1+ I 
Hence ( lb) immediately follows because the sequences qn, and zz IIDu,,II , 
converges to 0. 
Second Case. fis a Bore1 function. 
Let F > 0 be fixed. There exists a positive Y such that IBI < ~,.‘4, where 
B = {X : If(~)1 > r}. By Lusin’s theorem there exists a continuous function 




if If’,(x)I d r 
if If‘,(.~)j > r. 
The function fi is bounded and continuous, agrees with .f’ outside C v B 
and since 1 C u B( < s/2, there exists an open set A, such that I A ,I < s/2 and 
.f; agrees with .f outside A,. Moreover, for all p E [ 1, ,Y, [I. 
that is, Ilfzll, d 2 Ilfll, for all p (infact that the same inequality holds for 
p= ,a). 
As fi is bounded and continuous we may apply Theorem 1 to obtain an 
open set A, with (A,( <e/2 and a function u~$?A(s2) such that DU =.f, 
outside A, and IIDu~~,~~C’(E/~)“~-’ Ilfzll, for all PE [l, cc]. 
Hence Du = f outside the open set A, u A?. I A, u A,1 < E, and for all 
PE CA xl, 
Then Theorem 1 holds with A = A, u A,. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is quite similar to the one of Theorem 1; with 
no loss in generality we may suppose that a = R”. 
To begin with, we prove an auxiliary lemma that will be used instead of 
Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. Let fE L’(RN, RN) and let q > 0. Then there exist a jimction 
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u E BV(R “) and two Bore1 function g” and g” such that Du = g“ . Y; -t 
g”.2&,- 1 and 
(12a J 
Ilf- &A 1 G tl (12b) 
s Id d&i-- 1 < c’ ilfli I, (12c) 
where c’ is a constant which depends on N only. 
Proof: Let 6 be a fixed positive number, Let { Ti jiGI be the family of all 
open cubes whose sides’ length is 6 and whose centers yi belong to lattice 
(c~Z)~. For all iE Z let ai be the mean value off on T,, let xi be the charac- 
teristic function of the set T,, let vi be the inner normal of dTi (namely, if 
x is a smooth point for aTi then vi(.u) is the inner normal of aT, in s, 
otherwise vi(x) is 0). For all x E RN set 
ua(X)=C (ai, -“-Yi) XJx). 
I 
An easy computation shows that ug belongs to BV and Du, =g;. 2YLpN + 
gi .Y&- ,, where gi(x)=Ciaixj(x) and g;(x) =x; (a,, x-y;) vi(x). Then 
II gilI 1 G 1 Iail . I Tit G Ml I 
I 
s l&l d%N-,<c&6 Iail XN-l(aTi)<C Iail 2N3.‘* lTil ,<2N3’* IlfllI. I I 
Now it is enough to show that 6 may be chosen so that (12a), (12b), and 
(12~) hold. Hence the proof is complete if we show that 
lim IIf- gill , = 0. (13) 
S-0 
Let f,: L’ + L’ be the linear operator taking each f into gz. By construc- 
tion we have that [Ifall < 1 for all 6 and an easy computation shows that 
lim, 4o IIZ,f-fll, = 0 whenever fe GYC. Hence (13) follows because gC is 
dense in L’. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we build by induc- 
tion on n a sequence {u,, f,,} as follows. 
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Set u0 = 0 and f0 =J Let n > 0 and suppose that u,~ i and f;, , has been 
chosen. Apply Lemma 8 to obtain a function U,,E BV such that 
Du,=g~~~~~+g~,~~v_, and 
Setf,=.f;,-, -g:. 
Hence the series C,, u,, converges in BV norm to a function u and 
Du=ga.~v+gS.HN~, with g,=x,ng;, g’=x,Igi. Arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 1 we obtain Ilull i < 2 Il.fll,, g’ =f almost everywhere and 
j I Cl d%\ -1 G 2~” llfll 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Propositiort 5. Possibly passing to a subsequence we may 
assume 
lim lA,I’~~‘P jIDu,,Ij,=O. (14) 
,I - zc 
For all n set 
g,,(-r 1 = 
IDu,L~)l if -YEA,, 
0 if s$ A,,. 
Then JDu,( d If I + g,Z everywhere by definition of A, and 
I/ grill, < iA,\ ’ - ‘!JJ II Du,,II p by Schwartz-Holder inequality. Now ( 14) implies 
that IIg,II , converges to 0; Hence (Du,, ) is a sequence of uniformly 
integrable functions and Dunford-Pettis theorem (cf. [4, Theorem II.251 ) 
ensures that it has at least one limit point in w - L’(sZ, R”). This limit 
point must bef, that is, Du, converges to f in the weak topology of L’. 
Then curl f = lim, curl Du, in the sense of distributions and the conclu- 
sion follows immediately because curl Du = 0 for any distribution u E 9’(G) 
(cf. [IS, Chap. 6-J). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 6. Set B= {(x, s) : h(x, s) #g(.u, s)j and let rt be the 
projection of Sz x RN on s2. By the Aumann measurable selection theorem 
(cf. [3, Theorems III.22 and 111.231) we have 
(I) rc( B) is Lebesgue-measurable 
(II) there exists a Lebesgue-measurable function fi rr( B) + R” whose 
graph is a subset of B. 
As Z(B) is Lebesgue-measurable, it is enough to show that In(B)1 = 0. By 
contradiction, suppose that In(B)1 > 0; then, by (11) and Theorem 1 there 
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exists a function u E %‘(R”) such that f= Du in a compact set C of positive 
measure. Therefore, 
4% Wx)) #g(x, W.x)) for every .Y E C, 
and this contradicts the assumption (4). Q.E.D. 
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